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College Prep Program

To empower trailblazing students facing systemic 
obstacles with profound opportunities to become 

exceptional leaders in society. 

Vision
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Introduction

• Many high-achieving high school students face opportunity and knowledge gaps
• We developed a model to support these “trailblazing” students – and help them 

prepare for and excel in college
• Over the past 10 years:

– 98% of surveyed program alumni are on-track to earning their four-year college degrees
– The majority plan to earn degrees in STEM and to pursue a graduate degree
– Outcomes significantly outperform comparison groups

• Future work: partner and expand model and metrics to additional students
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• As part of One University, become a trusted partner in new 
educational initiatives, research programs, and development 
pursuits

• Be a model organization for innovation, inclusion, and 
empowerment

Map to JHU/APL Centennial Vision
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• Independent initiative started by Will and Karla in 2009 with enormous 
support along the way

• JHU/APL partnership began with MESA and continued through the STEM 
office and our 501c3 Maryland non-profit (Preparation Meets Opportunity 
Foundation)

• Howard County 2014 Volunteer Program of the Year

Origin Story

2009



• Co-Directors: Will & Karla Gray-Roncal (REDD)
• Assistant Director:  Liem Huynh (FPS)
• Volunteer and Class Coordinator:  Maria Roncal (new to FPS today)
• SAT Lead Coaches:  Tammy Kolarik (FPS) and Mary Ann Saunders (AOS)

Leadership Team

2017
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• All volunteer organization – over $2 million in donated labor to date 
(>20,000 hours)

• Many loyal volunteers with > 5 years of service
• Variety of roles leveraging energy from (early-career) professionals
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Challenges Faced by Trailblazing Students

• 10% of high school students from the lowest income 
quartile graduate within 6 years from a 4-year college 

• 21% of first-generation, low-income students who enroll at 
a 4-year college, graduate within 6 years
– compared to 57% of their peers who are in neither category

• At the most competitive colleges, only 4% of students are 
from the lowest SES quartile
– Versus 69% from the highest quartile

• The US public school K-12 counselor to student ratio is 
457:1

Limited financial resources
Limited family knowledge about higher education system

Limited exposure to professional role models 
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Program Components
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What makes us different?

• Target population: high achieving, motivated 
students who have an opportunity gap

• Focus on overcoming barriers and helping 
students to understand possibilities

• Data-driven approach 
• Exposure to STEM opportunities 
• Intensive, small group volunteer mentoring by 

professionals in their fields 
• Longitudinal support 
• Innovative technology 
• Independent student advocacy
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Students Served

62% Female, 38% Male

37% African American, 36% Latino
19% Asian, 2% White, 5% Multiracial

Student Need (%)
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Technology

Student Name
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Technology
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• Summer Intervention

– Proctored Written Assessment (2016-2017, n=31)
• Objective knowledge increased from 53% - 82% quantitative
• Subjective knowledge increased from 2.3 – 4.4 (5 point Likert)

• End-of-Summer Questionnaire Results (2015-2017, n=49)
• 100% would recommend, 100% glad they attended 
• 51% rated workload as too high, 98% rated it worth it

• Longitudinal Data Collection (2017, n=130)
– Students in HS or College

• 98% are on track to earning 4-yr college degree
– All students

• 81% plan to earn a graduate degree (29% Masters, 52% Doctoral)
• 65% plan to earn a STEM degree
• 99% of alumni felt that CPP provided the resources and support to apply to college 

Student Performance Metrics

in HS,
n = 27 Off-track, 

n=3

in College, 
n = 72

College 
Grads, 
n= 28

Alumni Status
Collected 2017
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• Comparison groups
– Overall 6-year college graduation rates <60%

• with stark differences by race and ethnicity (62% White, 63% Asian, 45.8% Latino, 38% Black)

– 60% of lowest SES quartile students continue to any post-secondary institution
• versus 87% of peers in highest SES quartile

Outcomes Relative to Other Students

College Prep significantly outperforms these statistics

• Our students have matriculated at 
– Top R01 schools 

– Flagship state institutions 
– Notable private schools 
– Many other schools with strong support systems and excellent reputations
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Feedback Year
College Prep has made me ready for college. Although I am a junior I know I'm way ahead
and can always count on the CPP group to help me if I ever have any more lingering
questions. They make you feel comfortable to speak of what you're thinking and to just
never be shy to ask now or in the future because you know they'll always be there for you

2017

Being able to learn from a group of dedicated peers was an integral part of this program.
From all different backgrounds, my classmates' journeys to obtain an education will
continue to inspire me.

2016

CPP has made me realize that even to an admissions team, I am not just comparative test
scores; I am dreams, a dozen stories, and a growing intellectual.

2015

This is only the beginning of a wonderful journey and I hope that you can find all of us in
10, 20 years accomplishing our goals because of the lessons we learned here

2014

We are all prepared for college and what it takes to get in and it was thanks to CPP and our
mentors.

2013

This is the best decision I ever made. 2012
I never could have asked for a better summer experience. Attending College Prep has been
one of the greatest opportunities ever presented to me.

2011

It will propel you into the college application process, and will help you find the best fit for
you.

2010

I wasn’t planning to attend college at all until I went to this program. 2009

Qualitative Metrics



“As a first generation college 
student, everything in regards to 

the college process was 
intimidating and overwhelming, 

but because I was accepted to a 
program where I was given the 
necessary information, I felt 

confident in my applications. If 
it weren’t for CPP, I would have 

not been prepared for college and 
would have not found this 

amazing engineering major I’m 
pursuing.”

Wendy, CPP 2013, Catholic University of America
First Generation College Student, Low Income

Biomedical Engineering, ASPIRE Intern, 
School Leadership

Now:  Working at the Children’s National Medical Center in DC, in the 
biomedical engineering department as a clinical engineering intern.



“Without CPP, I would not have 
learned so much about the college 
application process and college in 

general, nor would I currently be a 
freshman at my dream school.”

Kory, CPP 2016, Stanford University
First Generation College Student, Low Income
Athlete, Straight A Student, 
Community Leadership
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Nicole

• CPP2016 Graduate

• JHU/APL ASPIRE Student

• CPP2018 SAT Coach

• 2018 JHU/APL Precision Medicine

College Intern

• Princeton Class of 2022 
– (Computer Science)



Overwhelmed is how I felt whenever I 

thought about the college application 

process because I did not think that college 

was something in my future. However, 

College Prep created a friendly 

environment which made learning fun. I 

will never forget how they worked hard to 

instill in all of us that there was always a 

solution to every problem, anyone could 

go to college as long as they put in the 

time and effort. Thanks to CPP, I was able 

to go to college on a full ride scholarship 

and have a guaranteed job after 

graduation.”

Lucero, CPP 2014, McDaniel College

First Generation College Student, Low 

Income

Education, Full Scholarship Recipient, 

School & Community Leadership



”I would not be at Georgetown University without the 
mentorship and guidance from CPP. I did not know 

that the university existed until I learned about it 
during my College Prep summer. I remember being 
insecure about my qualifications to attend such an 
elite institution. But our instructors’ enthusiasm 

and encouragement kept me focused on doing 
everything I could to stand out to attend 

Georgetown. The hardest part for the college 
application process for me was the SAT preparation 
and they held extra sessions that Summer and Fall 
to prepare me and other students for it. There are not 
many people who believed in my potential, but CPP 
did. I owe my success at Georgetown to the program 

that 
Will and Karla started.”

Jessica, CPP 2013, Georgetown University
First Generation College Graduate, Low Income

Politics, Congressional Intern, 
GU Student Government Vice President



“It is hard to imagine the existence of people 
who spend every second of their already-
limited leisure time helping young high 

schoolers through the toughest time in their 
lives, but they exist. If it weren't for CPP I 

would have just been another confused senior 
in high school. Will & Karla setup a program 
that prepares you for college and teaches you 
how to dream and accomplish - not just for 

yourself but for your community as well. It 
doesn't just stop with me, I now share these 

great teachings with friends and family who 
haven't had the privilege to meet this great 

team.”

Betel, CPP 2015, High School Senior
Human Systems Engineering, 
ASPIRE Intern, School Leader
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Anthony 
• CPP2010 Graduate
• Bachelor degree in Mathematics from Purdue 
• Plans to earn a PhD in applied math
• CPP2018 Mentor

• “I participated in College Prep early in my high school 
career, so it provided me a very clear sense of how I 
should spend my high school years and my first year 
in college. It taught me how to be competitive and how 
to work diligently. I'm grateful to the program for 
giving me the tools and necessary knowledge to be 
successful. This in turn, is why I currently serve as a 
mentor in the program to be able to provide those tools 
provided to me, to the next generation of students 
pursuing their higher education journey.”
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Marysol
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• Boston Trip (program-changing donor support!)
• Support 168 program alumni 
– 16 more complete CPP2018 next weekend

• Computer scholarships and student assistance
• Year 10 Conference and Gala
• Outreach

Year 10
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• Program expansion and adding sites
– Technology Platform
– Materials and Expertise
– System Integration
– Training
– “High-technology High-touch”

• APL integration
– ~15-20 ASPIRE students and counting
– <Your idea here>

• Precision Education

Future
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• Volunteer
– Especially technology/programming!
– Especially mentors who will help us lead

• Networking /Spreading the word
• Donations and Sponsorships

How you can help
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Conclusions
• Many high-achieving students face opportunity 

and knowledge gaps
• We developed and demonstrated a model to 

support these “trailblazing” students – and to 
help them prepare for and excel in college

• Over 10 program sessions:
– Nearly all students on track to obtain college 

degree
– Majority plan to earn degrees in STEM and 

pursue graduate degrees
– Outcomes significantly outperform comparison 

groups
• Future work: partner and expand model and 

metrics to additional students and programs
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Abstract – Data show that many high school students, especially
those from underserved or underrepresented backgrounds, are
unsuccessful in achieving a four-year college degree, particularly in
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) careers. These
young scholars often have strong potential and ambitious dreams,
but face significant structural barriers in achieving their goals,
resulting in substantial opportunity and knowledge gaps. We have
developed a novel approach to help these students prepare for
college admissions and achieve college success through intensive
mentoring by STEM professionals and support through technology
innovations. Over the past nine summers we demonstrated our
model with an all-volunteer staff to achieve significant, measurable
results. We provide an overview of our model, insights into how
this approach may be extended to other communities and
suggestions for evaluating program efficacy in a data-driven
framework.

We are published! 

IEEE Integrated Stem 
Education Conference 2018
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This is why we do what we do…

trailblaze.org
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Thank You

We would like to gratefully acknowledge our partners who have made this 
program possible and have advocated for our students, including our primary 

donor, the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, the 
Preparation Meets Opportunity Foundation, our passionate volunteers, and 

our amazing CPP students.
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Diversity in Tech

Adapted from dataisbeautiful
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Category Description Student Vital Signs Example Activit(ies)
Academics College readiness and study 

skills
GPA, courses taken, strength 
of schedule, skills

Big Rocks Activity: provides a hands-on demonstration on how to manage the many demands on the time of a
high-school student to effectively

Coding Workshops: Interactive activities to teach Python, beginning with pseudocode to build a sandwich.

Application Tools to successfully find and 
apply to colleges

School list, personal 
roadmap, individual timeline 
and plans, essays

DRMS Mountain: Students are presented with a detailed scaffolding for choosing Dream, Reach, Match, and Safety
schools, providing a clear roadmap and support for applying to the best colleges for each student. We emphasize
well-respected schools with strong financial aid and support.

Essay Quiver: Students iteratively (with mentor feedback) develop approximately 10 essays (ranging in length from
short answers to the common application prompts) to support applications to schools and scholarships.

Financial Aid Need and merit-based 
financial aid guidance

FAFSA Forecaster, net price 
calculators, plans to pay

Parent Workshops: CPP conducts a series of workshops (and activities) for students and parents to promote
awareness and understanding of available sources of funds and guidance.

Impact Standout factors and 
admissions hook, 

Experiences, leadership, 
resume

Elevator Pitch: Students identify themes, standout factors, and supporting evidence for their college application,
and practice presenting on a 30-second elevator ride with the President of the United States. This helps focus ideas
and learn polish and professionalism.

You are the Admission Officer: Students role play being an admission officer to make decisions about competitive
admissions. This activity promotes understanding and demystification of the process, and also emphasizes polish.

Testing Skill building and study skills 
for standardized testing

SAT score, study plan SAT Preparation: A team of coaches provide a framework for students to follow to achieve testing readiness and to
encourage dedicated study and belief in the possibility of a large score improvement. Because our in-person time is
limited, we flip the classroom and leverage resources from College Board, Khan Academy and others for home
study. Class time is spent on a short lecture emphasizing a topic of interest, followed by small group tutorials. We
provide individualized planning and support for each student.

Reflection Student self-discovery 
through a variety of mediums

Am I learning and growing? Self-Reflection: Each week students complete free-response to a prompt, including short answer, essay, or drawing
about a topic related to their dreams, CPP, or an individually assigned topic based on need. By treating these as
reflections instead of essays, students are often more easily able to express themselves

Competencies


